GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN PHILOSOPHY

WHY UCALGARY?

1. faculty

The department is strong in many areas of philosophy, especially ethics, philosophy of science, and philosophy of language and logic. You do not need a supervisor before applying. The Graduate Program Director will work with you during your first year of study.

JOHN A. BAKER—Ethics, philosophy of mind, ancient philosophy
REID BUCHANAN—Epistemology, metaphysics
MEGAN DELEHANTY—Philosophy of science, philosophy of biology and medicine, epistemology
DAVID DICK—Ethics, philosophy of action, social and political philosophy, philosophy of money
MARC ERESHEFSKY—Philosophy of science, philosophy of biology, metaphysics
JEREMY FANTL—Epistemology, ethics, metaphysics, philosophy of mind
CHRISTOPHER FRAMARIN—Indian philosophy, environmental ethics
KATRIN FROESE—Comparative philosophy, continental philosophy, feminist philosophy, political philosophy
ALLEN HABIB—Ethics, philosophy of law, environmental ethics, social and political philosophy
ISHTYAQUE HAJJI—Action theory, ethical theory, free will and moral responsibility, philosophical psychology
YOSHIKИ KOBASIGAWA—Metaphysics, philosophy of language, philosophy of logic
ANN LEVEY, Graduate Director—Social and political philosophy, feminist philosophy, ethics, philosophy of law
DAVID LIEBESMAN—Philosophy of language, metaphysics
LORRAINE MARKOTIC—Continental philosophy, feminist philosophy, Nietzsche, Adorno
MARK MIGOTTI—19th c. German philosophy, classical American pragmatism, epistemology, ethics
BRENDAN MORAN—Continental European philosophy, Walter Benjamin, philosophy and literature, European social and political philosophy
C. KENNETH WATERS, Canada Research Chair—Philosophy of science, scientific practice, biology and American pragmatism
NICOLE WYATT, Department Head—Philosophy of language, philosophy of logic, philosophy of sex and love
RICHARD ZACH—History of analytic philosophy, logic, philosophy of mathematics

2. funding & opportunities

Most of our graduate students are admitted with guaranteed funding packages. Doctoral students receive funding support for a minimum of four years, and most thesis-based masters students are fully funded through to the winter terms of their second year. Students receive teaching experience through TAships, and some teach their own courses. On campus resources for teaching and professional development, as well as for academic and alternative careers, are available.

3. the city

The University of Calgary is one of Canada’s major research universities and is home to 31,000 students. Calgary is Canada’s fourth-largest city, located in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. In addition to world-class outdoor recreation, Calgary boasts a lively arts scene, including major film, performing arts, and music festivals.

APPLICATIONS

Applications must be completed online. Applications will only be considered if complete and all supporting documentation is received by January 15th. We strongly recommend applicants apply for both internal and external scholarships.

Prospective students can find details on our degree programs, admission requirements, and funding at arts.ucalgary.ca/philosophy
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